False positive results in chimeraplasty for von Willebrand Disease.
Chimeraplasty or the use of chimeric RNA/DNA oligonucleotides (RDOs) to correct single-base mutations emerged in the field of gene therapy with reported base pair conversions of up to 40%. We investigated the applicability of chimeraplasty to correct a point mutation in the von Willebrand Factor (VWF) gene resulting in a von Willebrand Disease (VWD) type 3 phenotype. Although we have access to VWD type 3 dogs, we used wild type endothelial cells for in vitro studies, as isolation of endothelial cells from VWD type 3 dogs is not straightforward due to the bleeding diathesis. RDOs to convert the wild type VWF gene into VWD type 3 gDNA were constructed and used in various transfection conditions. However, no gene conversion could be detected either in the RNA or in the DNA isolated from transfected cells, not even with the sensitive colony hybridisation technique, despite the presence of RDOs in the cell nucleus. On the other hand, sequence analysis of isolated DNA of transfected cells did reveal the presence of VWF type 3 DNA. However, this apparent conversion is very likely not the result of RDO-mediated nucleotide conversion as the same VWF type 3 DNA sequence was also detected in negative control experiments where no RDO was used. Our negative results are in line with the emerging reports of chimeraplasty failure and can contribute to the call for an international "chimeraplasty consortium" with free exchange of results to clarify the controversy about the applicability of the RDO-mediated base conversion.